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HTML Encryptor: HTML Encryptor is designed to encrypt, compress, and obfuscate HTML or other text file types. It automatically recognizes all HTML, or other text files, and automatically replaces the contents. This means it has the ability to encrypt and compress all HTML or text file types. HTML Encryptor Description: HTML Compresser: HTML Compressor can compress an entire HTML or other text file
with the click of a button. HTML Compressor Description: HTML Decompressor: HTML Decompressor can decompress a compressed file in order to view the original HTML file. HTML Decompressor Description: HTML Hider: HTML Hider can make it appear that an HTML file doesn't exist, or make it appear that the original file has been replaced with another. HTML Hider Description: HTML XSS Blinder:
HTML XSS Blinder automatically removes XSS tags in all files. HTML XSS Blinder Description: HTML Encryptor Demo: HTML Decompressor Demo: HTML Encryptor v1.2 - 10-16-02: Released a new version of the HTML Encryptor. - Changed default compression percentage to 75% - Added time delay setting for compression process (Time To Complete) - Added setting for font-color to be the same as HTML
background-color - Added "Compression with Output Font" option - Added new option "Remove Source Page" to replace the source HTML page. - Removed the "Execute" button on the HTML Compressor, as it is no longer required - Now the right click "Convert To Html" option is now a built-in menu command under the "Convert To Html" menu item - Added support for the "Convert To Html" context menu
option to perform the HTML compression from a browser - Added support for the "Convert To Html" context menu option to perform the HTML decryption from a browser - Updated the HTML compressor to handle files larger than 4GB - Updated the HTML compressor to automatically recognize any new web sites, and automatically convert them to HTML files - Updated the HTML compressor to automatically
recognize links and click them, and automatically convert the linked pages to HTML files
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HTML Conceal - web protection tool for HTML files 1. HTML Conceal is a free utility for Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista to protect your HTML files, in a very easy and secure way. This free HTML protect software converts your web pages to low size files, like 6k, without affecting its functionality or viewing. HTML Conceal is perfect to protect any HTML files, but HTML Conceal is specially useful to protect
the data in your web pages. It is even possible to encrypt the data inside your page. 2. You can use an HTML file as a database to store your customer information. On the one hand, HTML Conceal is able to encrypt your data and your customer information. On the other hand, you can display it to your customers. 3. HTML Conceal can save your time with converting HTML files and with setting up encryption. You
no longer have to compress your HTML files, after converting it with HTML Conceal. 4. When there is a need for encryption, a good idea is to convert your web pages to HTML Conceal. This way, you don't have to copy the whole HTML file, but only the new html file. 5. HTML Conceal will save you bandwidth, making it possible to transfer compressed files much faster than uncompressed files. 6. HTML Conceal
is compatible with Internet Explorer 5.5 and above, Mozilla Firefox 1.x and above, Opera 9 and above, Safari 4 and above, Chrome 9 and above, Safari on Mac OS X, and Safari on iOS (iPhone, iPad). 7. HTML Conceal can save your time to converting HTML files to compressed files. After conversion, you can go back to your original HTML file. HTML Conceal Features: 1. Convert your HTML files to HTML
Conceal 2. Protect your HTML files 3. View your HTML files in a Java-Compatible web browser, without affecting it's functionality or viewing. 4. Encrypt your HTML files. Even HTML codes in your page can be encrypted. 5. Save your time to converting HTML files to compressed files. 6. Save your bandwidth. 7. Compatibility: HTML Conceal is compatible with Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista. 8. Compression
Ratio: This utility will compress your HTML files, reducing the size of your web pages, making it easier to view in a web browser without affecting its functionality or viewing. The compression ration is between 1 to 1, 77a5ca646e
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HTML Conceal is a powerful HTML conversion program that converts HTML files to compact HTML files, without altering the structure or HTML syntax. HTML Conceal is used by webmasters to speed up web pages by compressing HTML files. It is a fast, HTML conversion tool. HTML Conceal converts HTML files to HTML files with a standard format and byte saving function. In addition, HTML Conceal can
convert HTML, PHP, ASP, XHTML, XML, FHTML, EHTML and other web page to HTML files. HTML Conceal Key Features: HTML Conceal has advanced features that other HTML conversion tools do not include. HTML Conceal supports conversion from HTML, ASP, PHP, XML, XHTML, FHTML, EHTML, HTML, XML, ASP, PHP, XHTML, FHTML, EHTML, TXT, XML, HTML and TXT files.
HTML Conceal supports conversion from one-html, multiline and mixed format. HTML Conceal supports conversion from page tags and source codes. HTML Conceal supports conversion from page headers, page footers, page titles, meta tags, link tags, form tags, image tags, style sheet links, HTML and non-HTML contents. HTML Conceal supports conversion from page and frame tags. HTML Conceal supports
conversion from HTML, PHP, ASP, XHTML, XML, FHTML, EHTML, TXT and TEXT files. HTML Conceal supports conversion from different browser versions and different platforms. HTML Conceal supports conversion from one-html to multiline and mixed format. HTML Conceal supports conversion from one-html, multiline, mixed and single format. HTML Conceal supports conversion from page, frame
and HTML headers, footers, titles, meta tags, link tags, form tags, image tags, style sheet links, HTML, PHP, ASP, XHTML, XML, FHTML, EHTML, TXT and TEXT files. HTML Conceal supports conversion from one-html, multiline, mixed and single format. HTML Conceal supports conversion from page and frame tags. HTML Conceal supports conversion from different browser versions and different
platforms. HTML Conceal supports conversion from HTML, PHP, ASP, XHTML, XML, FHTML, EHTML, TXT and TEXT files. HTML Conceal supports conversion from HTML, PHP, ASP, XHTML, XML, FHTML, EHTML, TXT and TEXT files. HTML Conceal

What's New in the?
HTML-CONCEAL is a utility for web developers which encrypts and compresses their HTML files, making it difficult to view the html source, and copying HTML contents, but still allowing the resulting webpage to be displayed in a Java compatible web browser without affecting it's functionality or viewing. What makes HTML Conceal different from other similar products on the market is that the converted
HTML files are stored in compressed state. This saves space and bandwidth. In other words, it converts a typical 350k HTML file to a 6k HTML file, with the same functionality, while protecting your web art work and contents from thieves. HTML-CONCEAL is a utility for web developers which encrypts and compresses their HTML files, making it difficult to view the html source, and copying HTML contents,
but still allowing the resulting webpage to be displayed in a Java compatible web browser without affecting it's functionality or viewing. What makes HTML Conceal different from other similar products on the market is that the converted HTML files are stored in compressed state. This saves space and bandwidth. In other words, it converts a typical 350k HTML file to a 6k HTML file, with the same functionality,
while protecting your web art work and contents from thieves. HTML-CONCEAL is a utility for web developers which encrypts and compresses their HTML files, making it difficult to view the html source, and copying HTML contents, but still allowing the resulting webpage to be displayed in a Java compatible web browser without affecting it's functionality or viewing. What makes HTML Conceal different from
other similar products on the market is that the converted HTML files are stored in compressed state. This saves space and bandwidth. In other words, it converts a typical 350k HTML file to a 6k HTML file, with the same functionality, while protecting your web art work and contents from thieves. HTML-CONCEAL is a utility for web developers which encrypts and compresses their HTML files, making it
difficult to view the html source, and copying HTML contents, but still allowing the resulting webpage to be displayed in a Java compatible web browser without affecting it's functionality or viewing. What makes HTML Conceal different from other similar products on the market is that the converted HTML files are stored in compressed state. This saves space and bandwidth. In other words, it converts a typical
350k HTML file to a 6k HTML file, with the same functionality, while protecting your web art work and contents from thieves. HTML-CONCEAL is a utility for web developers which encrypts and compresses their HTML files, making it difficult to view the html source, and copying HTML contents, but still allowing the resulting webpage to be displayed in a Java compatible web browser without affecting it's
functionality or viewing. What makes HTML Conceal different from other similar products on the market is that the converted HTML files are stored in compressed state. This saves space
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System Requirements For HTML Conceal:
OS: Windows 10 / 8 / 7 (64-bit recommended) Windows 10 / 8 / 7 (64-bit recommended) Processor: Intel Core i5 2500k or equivalent Intel Core i5 2500k or equivalent RAM: 8 GB 8 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or equivalent AMD Radeon HD 7770 or equivalent NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or equivalent AMD Radeon HD 7770 or equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Hard Drive: 25 GB
available space 25 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound card with support for Direct
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